To increase the efficiency and power density of concentrated photovoltaic (CPV) power systems, it is necessary to increase the number of junctions in a multijunction cell and to increase the bandgap energy of the top cell above 2 eV, 1 with an ideal of 2.5-2.6 eV for a 5 junction bonded hybrid cell. 2, 3 A candidate material for the top junction is InGaN, which is already highly developed for light emitting diodes (LEDs). Recent progress in the development of InGaN-based photovoltaic technology has demonstrated clear performance advantages for multi-quantum well (MQW) devices 4, 5 as opposed to quasi-bulk p-i-n double heterostructure devices. 6, 7 To advance the development of InGaN photovoltaic technology, it is important to understand the dominant operational device physics. Details of charge carrier transport in these devices, beginning with the escape of photogenerated carriers from quantum wells (QWs), have, however, received relatively little attention. As the direction of InGaN-based PV research has moved to LED-like structures, additional insight for emitter devices can be gained from detailed study of microscopic processes in MQW solar cells.
It has already been established that internal polarization fields have a strong effect on carrier collection in drift-based InGaN solar cells, 8, 9 which can be mitigated by high n-side doping. 10 Some of the spectral effects of varying internal fields through barrier thickness in InGaN MQW solar cell devices have also been explored previously. 11 By holding InGaN composition constant, the field-induced absorption edge red-shift for structures with thicker barriers is apparent, as the electron/hole bound states corresponding to the fundamental interband optical transition sit at lower energies with larger well fields. The absorption edge broadening seen accompanying this quantum confined stark effect (QCSE) 12 red-shift has been a challenge for MQW InGaN solar cells because of the gradual quantum efficiency roll-off near the absorption edge (see Refs. 4 and 5) . In addition to the observation of field dependent spectral effects, this work establishes a barrier thickness-dependent transition of carrier transport from tunneling dominated at low barrier thickness and high field to thermionic emission dominated at high barrier thickness and low field by varying temperature and bias during photocurrent measurements of InGaN MQW solar cell devices.
All samples were grown on 3.5 lm thick conductive MOCVD-grown GaN:Si templates on sapphire by Lumilog with Si-doping concentration nominally 2 Â 10 18 cm À3 and threading dislocation density of $5 Â 10 8 cm
À2
. Growth was performed using NH 3 -based molecular beam epitaxy (MBE), which has demonstrated very low leakage vertical devices 13 and activated as-grown p-type material. 14 Three samples were grown holding all variables but the GaN barrier layer thickness constant. Samples A, B, and C had 3.8, 6.5, and 9.7 nm total GaN barrier (cap layer and high-temperature barrier) thicknesses per period, respectively. Impurity concentrations were measured via secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) measurements performed at Evans Analytical Group on calibration samples grown in identical conditions in our reactor. Intentional doping was calibrated by Hall-effect and SIMS, while layer thicknesses were calibrated by high-resolution x-ray diffraction, as in our previous work. 16 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) was used to confirm a smooth (<0.5 nm RMS roughness for a 5 Â 5 lm scan) top p-GaN surface. Device processing (see Ref. 16 ) resulted in square mesa isolated devices with a mesa edge length of 0.5 mm and top mesa grid contact fingers of 5 lm width and 0.1 mm spacing.
Room temperature device testing was performed using procedures outlined in Ref. 16 arc lamp (Oriel model 6258) at $1 sun intensity and monochromator for broadband illumination and spectrally resolved measurements, respectively. External quantum efficiency (EQE) was measured using a calibrated Si photodetector to measure input photon flux during monochromatic illumination. No optical enhancements were applied to the samples, and testing was performed on a black absorber to suppress multi-pass illumination. Elevated temperature measurements were performed by integrating a thermoelectric heater into the solar simulator system, with temperature data from a thermocouple in contact with the device side of the sample. Low temperature measurements were performed on a cryogenic vacuum probe station for which we report the stage temperature. The light source used for the low temperature measurements was a 100 W Hg arc lamp (Omnicure S1000). The light intensity with this source was approximately calibrated by matching the short-circuit photocurrent of the measured devices at room temperature to that of the Xe source. Fast carrier relaxation 17,18 within the wells should compensate for slight changes in excitation energy distribution between the two optical sources. Figure 1 shows the results of an equilibrium energy band simulation for samples A, B, and C by the SiLENSe version 5.2 software. 19 The assumed level of unintentional n-type doping for these simulations was estimated at 5 Â 10 16 cm
À3
for the InGaN quantum wells and 2 Â 10 16 cm À3 for the GaN layers, as this is approximately the level seen for oxygen doping (a known shallow donor in GaN 20 ) in these materials. As can be seen in the full structure diagrams on the left of Fig. 1 , the UID MQW regions are expected to be fully depleted at zero bias. This conclusion matches well with capacitancevoltage (C-V) measurements performed on C-V structures located on the same wafer as the solar cells presented. On the right of Fig. 1 , a difference in QW field strength of $0.4 MV/ cm between samples A and C is apparent. The origin of this behavior is primarily due to the constant potential drop of the built-in potential (V BI_GaN $ 3.3 V) being distributed over a larger distance in the thicker structures. The field in a well (F QW ) is given as a sum of the built-in field (F BI ), the polarization field (F Pol ), and the applied field (F App ) as follows:
In the case of a fully-depleted p-i-n diode with heavily doped end-regions and a p-type surface in the (0001) orientation, Eq. (1) can be approximated by assuming all the field is dropped across the i-region
where t i is the thickness of the i-region, r Pol is the polarization sheet charge density at the heterointerfaces, e is the electric permittivity of the semiconductor, and V BI and V App are the built-in and applied potentials, respectively. Because r Pol is a material constant depending only on the composition and crystal orientation (Ref. 21)--and not any dimension of the device--so, too, is the field produced by the charge. By varying only the barrier thicknesses and applied bias, we are modifying only the F BI and F App terms.
Once the origin of internal fields is understood, application of bias during measurement provides insight into the device operation. In Fig. 2 , the external quantum efficiency of samples A, B, and C is shown under several biased conditions. At zero bias, the EQE was strongly dependent on barrier thickness, with the peak varying from $6% for the 9.7 nm barrier sample to $27% for the thin barrier case. By reverse biasing the structures to a uniform À5 V, all three cases reach the same peak EQE of $31.5%. Because of the thin ($37 nm total InGaN) absorber structure and significant ($18%) Fresnel surface reflection losses, it is estimated that this peak EQE corresponds to a peak internal quantum efficiency (IQE) approaching 100% for this bias. By setting Eq. (2) equal to zero and solving for V App , the flat-band conditions for wells in the different structures can be found. These biases are approximately À7, À14, and À20 V for samples A, B, and C, respectively. EQE curves for these bias conditions are also shown in Fig. 2 . In QW-flat-band conditions, the EQE spectra for the three samples become nearly equivalent, with some slight spectral shift likely due to runto-run growth variation. The dependence of photocurrent on barrier thickness, temperature, and bias is similarly apparent. Figure 3 demonstrates that a sufficiently large reverse bias can increase the collection efficiency to near 100% for carriers photogenerated in all three structures. The same field dependence indicated by the spectrally resolved measurements is also present in the room-temperature measurements of Fig. 3 , as all three of the samples tend towards photocurrent saturation at the same density of $0.6 mA/cm 2 at a reverse bias of À5 V. From temperature dependent reverse biased EQE measurements (flat-well condition), the absorption edge was observed to shift from 414 nm (2.99 eV) to 420 nm (2.95 eV) while heating from 296 to 393 K. This reduction in badgap energy at elevated temperature accounts for the increase in the saturated photocurrent at À5 V, as the QW layers are then able to absorb additional photons. Upon heating from 296 to 393 K the illuminated J-V curves for sample C exhibited a significant increase in fill factor (FF) (28%-39%) and short-circuit current density (J SC ) (0.14-0.41 mA/cm 2 ), while sample A remains relatively unaffected, with an increase in FF from 66% to 69% and J SC from 0.54 to 0.58 mA/cm 2 . The cryogenic measurements extend the range over which this behavior was observed, where sample C displayed a marked drop in FF and J SC at low temperature in comparison to high temperature, while sample A again remained unaffected. These data indicate a strongly temperature dependent mechanism dominates in the sample with thick barriers until large reverse bias, while a temperature independent mechanism dominates for the thin barrier sample.
To understand this change in temperature dependence amongst the samples with different barrier thicknesses, it is useful to consider all of the processes by which photogenerated carriers in a MQW p-i-n photodiode or solar cell are either lost or, alternatively, contribute to the photocurrent. A formulation in terms of carrier lifetimes (s) as a competition between recombination and escape mechanisms is as follows:
where s NR and s R represent the lifetimes for non-radiative and radiative recombination, and s T and s TE represent lifetimes for tunneling and thermionic emission. The loss mechanisms for photocarriers produced in a QW photodetector or solar cell are both non-radiative and radiative recombination. Little "photon recycling" is possible in these InGaN MQW structures, because radiative emission from the QWs occurs at long (QCSE red-shifted) wavelengths, where the absorption is negligible. The mechanisms that allow a carrier to escape the QW and potentially contribute to the photocurrent at the contacts are tunneling through the barrier and thermionic emission over the barrier. The thermionic emission mechanism for carrier emission over a single barrier primarily depends exponentially on temperature through the carrier population energy distribution near the top of the barrier. 23 However, a fielddependence of the thermionic emission mechanism should also appear through field-assisted barrier lowering. 24 A field-assisted (Fowler-Nordheim type) tunneling mechanism through thin barriers should remain temperature independent but exhibit significant field-dependence through barrierlowering and narrowing, as the tunneling rate should show nearly exponential increase with decreasing effective barrier height and width.
To gauge the relative significance of the escape mechanisms under bias, the potential profile and quantum-confined eigenstates of the three structures were simulated using a custom self-consistent Schr€ odinger-Poisson drift-diffusion solver. 25 After calculating these parameters of the structure with this method, s T was estimated 26 by calculating the product of an attempt rate as a function of carrier velocity ( v L w ) and a tunneling probability from a given QW state energy (TðE n Þ) through a WKB-approximation
Additionally, s TE was calculated using the same profiles and by identifying the maximum potential in the applicable barrier (E c;vmax ) In both Eqs. (4) and (5), k B is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature, L w and L b are QW and barrier thickness, respectively, while the effective masses (m*) used were 0.169m 0 for electrons and 1.83m 0 for heavy holes. In both cases, only the ground-state (n ¼ 1) was considered, as this is a "worst-case" for carrier escape. The results of the calculated lifetimes for the three different structures at 300 and 400 K and bias ranging from À5 to þ3 V App are presented in Fig. 4 . As expected, all escape lifetimes show field dependence, decreasing with increasing reverse bias, and the dominance of tunneling over thermionic emission for negative bias is apparent. The smaller electron effective mass promotes faster escape for electrons than for holes for all conditions. The relative importance of thermionic emission vs. tunneling for a given bias shifts when the calculation is performed instead at 400 K, with s TE decreasing for increased temperature and s T remaining essentially constant. For the thinnest barriers (sample A), tunneling remains dominant at all temperatures and biases, while thermionic emission becomes comparable (sample B) or dominant (sample C) for the 400 K case near and above zero bias.
By comparing the calculated results of Fig. 4 to the empirical results of Fig. 3 , some conclusions may be drawn about carrier transport in these devices. From Fig. 3 , current saturation corresponding to maximized IQE did not occur for all samples until significant ($À5 V) reverse bias was applied. According to the results in Fig. 4 , the dominant mechanism at this bias for all samples was tunneling. The trend of decreasing FF for samples B and C follow from their decreased tunneling efficiency. This tunneling deficiency is partially compensated at elevated temperature with an increased TE efficiency resulting in increased FF. For all cases, it is likely that once carriers are able to extract with significant probability, they will emit to continuum states and drift until fully extracted from the MQW region or are recaptured in a QW where they may attempt extraction again, similar to Larson's "high-field" regime. 26 In conclusion, carrier transport mechanisms in InGaN MQW solar cells were investigated by varying barrier thicknesses in the MQW structure. Comparing calculated thermionic emission and tunneling lifetimes with temperature-dependent illuminated J-V measurements indicated a tunneling-dominated transport process, with thermionic emission gaining dominance only for thick barriers and high temperatures . FIG. 4 . Calculated lifetimes for thermionic emission (TE) at 300 K and 400 K and tunneling (T) at 300 K for electrons (e) and holes (h) from the lowest energy bound states of the quantum wells in the three structures.
